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How do you achieve the perfect fi t between performance and style? How can 

something as simple as a door, become a game-changer for your company by 

reducing energy costs, and increasing operational effi ciency, not to mention 

minimizing door maintenance costs? What is a HPD and why choose a HPD 

instead of a conventional rolling steel / sectional door? The solution and key to 

answering those questions is found by discovering high performance doors (HPD). 

Prologue

The solution and key to answering those questions is found by discovering high performance doors. 
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What are High Performance Doors (HPD)

HPD’s are the ‘cooler’ cousin of conventional steel and 

sectional roll-up doors. HPD’s are fast moving and typically 

used in commercial and industrial applications where the 

door will cycled many times throughout the day. Classifi ed 

as fabric or rigid, they assist in reducing energy costs, and 

accommodate high cycles with minimal maintenance. 

According to DASMA (Door and Access Systems 

Manufacturers Association International), HPD are power-

operated rolling, folding or sliding non-residential doors, 

generally characterized by either 55 or more cycles per 

day or having an opening speed of 40 or more inches 

per second. 

Your business operations and time are extremely valuable 

and every second matters! You can’t afford doors that don’t 

work as hard as you do; neither can you afford to jeopardize 

the protection of your customers, employees, or products 

and equipment. Something as simple as HPDs can be a 

game changer for your company in many ways.

Typically, they’re made-to-order and/or designed for higher 

durability, and/or designed to break away due to equipment 

impact. 

HPD’s include safety features and activations, which make 

the doors safer for people, equipment, and products to pass 

through. They are designed with breakaway and self-repairing 

features for minimal maintenance. Many companies integrate 

HPD for a progressive, growth-oriented corporate image.

Why High Performance Doors –

The benefi ts

Classified as fabric or rigid, 

HPD assist in reducing energy 

costs, and accommodate 

high cycles with minimal 

maintenance. Many 

companies integrate HPD for a 

progressive, growth-oriented 

corporate image.
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Fast operating speeds support productivity and 

energy control

The fast operating speed of HPDs effi ciently accommodates 

high traffi c areas. Often the largest opening in a building, 

a HPD can seal a space quickly, conserving air, reducing 

system loads, therefore conserving energy. Lower energy 

demands and increased productivity equate to tangible 

savings. 

A typical HPD opens in about 5 seconds versus a sectional 

door at 20 seconds. For door openings that have regular 

traffi c over the course of the day, use of a HPD adds up to 

considerable energy savings. For an estimate on ROI and an 

energy analysis based on your specifi c application, consult 

with a HPD professional.  

Advanced safety & protection features

Built for lasting operation in demanding environments, 

standard features such as built-in light curtains (which 

automatically reverse the door if interrupted), breakaway 

bottom bar as well as advanced safety features such as 

the latest IR, radar and laser sending technologies, keep 

vehicles, equipment and pedestrians safe and the door 

from impact. This kind of technology is the norm for HPDs 

and not for conventional rolling doors.

Smart alternative to conventional rolling doors 

in high traffi c areas

Door openings where high amounts of traffi c exist and have 

conventional rolling steel or sectional doors on them, typically 

experience a lot of repairs including broken springs and 

burned out motors, because they’re not designed for high 

cycles. No doubt, the expensive repair costs and downtime 

that follows can be very frustrating for business owners, and 

operational effi ciency and worker productivity are negatively 

affected. 

Conventional rolling steel and sectional doors are designed 

to be cycled just a few times per day; the cycle life of springs 

range from 12,000 to 100,000 cycles. Slow operating 

speeds (8” to 12” / second) equates to lost productivity while 

workers wait for the door to open / close, while valuable heat 

and AC escape. Poor weather sealing around the doors also 

contributes to energy loss.

By design, HPDs are durable and a highly effective alternative 

to conventional roll-up doors, fi lling a variety of application 

needs, and the difference in initial purchase costs are 

recovered through lower maintenance costs and increased 

productivity.  

Built-in light curtains automatically reverse the door

A typical HPD opens in about 5 seconds versus a 

sectional door at 20 seconds.
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Acoustic barrier and contaminant control

HPDs are also able to provide acoustic isolation by creating 

a reduction in sound transfer, and may double as a barrier 

between workspaces. Due to their swift operation, they 

minimize the transmission of contaminants between 

specifi c areas as well. 

Security 

Rigid HPD’s add an extra layer of security to your facility 

and their modern, sleek appearance demonstrate a 

commitment toward progress and growth.

Green and LEED support

Further, with the growing need for businesses to minimize 

environmental damage and to ‘go green,’ every building 

component matters, including doors! Some door models 

can help your building qualify for Building design + 

Construction points with the US Green Building Council’s 

LEED program.

Safety matters

If losses of clients profi ts due to an underperforming building 

aren’t convincing enough to keep HPD’s from being “value 

engineered,” how about sacrifi cing safety and security of 

the building occupants? Springs on a standard OHD can 

fail causing the door to slam shut, risking serious injuries. 

HPDs come with enhanced safety features. Standard style 

doors may use a single photoeye at the threshold to stop 

the door from coming down, while HPDs usually include a 

light curtain which is a wall of infrared beams (Usually up to 

8’0” high), which automatically reverses the door if a beam 

is interrupted, thereby preventing the door from closing on 

people or equipment.

Remember, when a standard style door is installed where a 

high performance one is needed, your client can lose time 

and money throughout the life cycle of the door.

Some door models can 

help your building qualify 

for Building design + 

Construction points with 

the US Green Building 

Council’s LEED program.
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Are There Different Types of HPD 

High performance doors come in many sizes and with 

many options, but they can be broken down in two main 

categories, namely, Flexible/ Fabric and Rigid doors. Read 

on to learn more about these two types of door categories 

and some of their applications in specifi c markets.

High Performance Flexible / Fabric Doors

These doors are made using heavy duty “fabric,” and they 

offer the dependable technology you seek. The door material 

itself may be fl exible, but they stand the test of time even in 

most demanding areas. Low-profi le guide tracks fi t into most 

applications, and most models may be installed on exterior 

or interior door openings; some models are designed only 

for interior applications and can separate workspaces. Some 

manufacturers design their doors to open at a speed of up 

to 80 inches per second or more. The high speed of these 

doors effectively control contamination between workspaces. 

High performance fabric doors work great as a separation 

between quiet and noisy work areas by providing acoustical 

isolation. When installed in high traffi c areas, you will maintain 

an effective separation of workspaces, while improving 

workfl ow. Springless designs have few moving parts so 

there’s less that can go wrong with the doors, which results 

in reduced maintenance costs and downtime. 

Flexible / Fabric high-speed doors are not only low 

maintenance, but they can also be designed to be 

completely pressure washed. 

High performance fabric 

doors work great as a 

separation between quiet and 

noisy work areas by providing 

acoustical isolation.

Others can be installed 

in wash down areas and 

are completely Food & 

Drug Administration (FDA) 

compliant, ensuring that 

sanitary conditions are 

easily maintained.  
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High Performance Rigid Doors

As the name suggests, rigid doors are made using 

stiff, non-fl exible materials such as steel and aluminum. 

Rigid HPDs can be used for both exterior and interior 

applications, and offer a modern, sleek look, while offering 

fast and effi cient operation. Some rigid HPDs are capable 

of opening as fast as 80 inches per second and up to 100 

inches per second. Minimal opening and closing times 

mean more security between cycles. Their inherent qualities 

and innovative designs make them ideal to be used for 

securing large openings. However, to ensure that these 

doors meet your requirements, you need to be aware of a 

few things before you buy a rigid HPD. Be sure to know and 

understand how much headroom there is, or how much 

available space there is above the door opening, so you’re 

sure to select the best confi guration for the application type. 

Low-headroom and low-track profi le designs are available. 

Note that rigid high performance doors have low friction 

operation, which enables them to be used in areas with high 

cycle demands. 

Don’t let their rigid exterior fool you into thinking they are 

obnoxious and loud. Rigid HPDs not only provide long-lasting 

performance, but they also deliver ultra-quiet operation. 

Although the name says Rigid, they are very versatile, and 

can help quiet a space, protect from contaminant infi ltration, 

and reduce operation and maintenance costs. In addition, 

rigid HPD’s offer physical and environmental security, and are 

built to offer safe and reliable operation day in and day out. 

Rigid HPDs can be used for both exterior and interior applications, and offer a modern, sleek look.

8
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Now that we know the main differences and benefi ts 

between, Fabric and Rigid doors, let’s learn more about 

which style to choose.

When to choose a fabric high performance door 

Fabric high performance doors may be specifi ed for high 

traffi c interior or exterior door openings, and they are 

commonly used in application where it is necessary to 

minimize the transmission of environmental contaminants. 

Openings that do not require a secure door, and otherwise 

may have used impact doors, PVC strip doors, sliding,  

sectional or rolling doors, are perfect locations for fabric high 

performance doors instead. Fast opening and closing speeds 

facilitate effi cient workfl ow between segregated spaces. 

In addition, features such as breakaway bottom edge 

(allows the door panel to safely disengage from the guide 

tracks upon accidental vehicular impact) and built-in light 

curtain (light beams shine across the doorway and if a beam 

is interrupted, the door automatically opens) reduce the 

chance of damage to the door, which ultimately reduces the 

amount of money associated with maintenance and repairs, 

as compared to traditional rolling doors. 

How Do I Choose the Right HPD for My Application

Openings that do not require a secure door, and 

otherwise may have used impact doors, PVC strip 

doors, sliding, sectional or rolling doors, are perfect 

locations for fabric high performance doors.
 • For high traffi c interior or exterior door openings.

 • Security not required.

 • For areas that have more than 55 cycles per day.

 • For applications where it’s necessary to minimize

  the transmission of environmental contaminants.

 • To provide acoustical isolation and noise 

  reduction.

 • As a replacement for impact doors, PVC strip 

  doors, sliding, sectional or rolling doors.
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Rigid HPDs are typically 

installed in areas where 

building aesthetics and 

security are priorities. 

 • For high traffi c interior or exterior door openings.

 • Security is desired.

 • Building aesthetics is a priority and / or custom 

  colors are required.

 • For areas that have more than 55 cycles per day.

 • For applications where it’s necessary to minimize 

  the transmission of environmental contaminants.

 • To provide acoustical isolation and noise 

  reduction.

 • As a replacement for impact doors, PVC strip 

  doors, sliding, sectional or rolling doors

When to choose a rigid high performance door

Rigid high performance doors may be specifi ed for high 

traffi c interior or exterior door openings. Because they are 

secure with aesthetically pleasing looks and clean, and 

modern lines, rigid HPDs are typically installed in areas 

where building aesthetics and security are priorities. 

Most manufacturers offer custom panel colors based on 

the international RAL color choices. Rigid high performance 

doors when insulated, are ideal for reducing heat / AC loss 

for improving acoustics as a value add. Rapid operating 

speeds typical of 80 to 100 IPS reduce systems energy 

consumption and losses, as well as security since the door 

closes quickly, avoiding unwanted building entry.

High-speed rigid doors are available with a variety of panel 

types from solid, to clear and ventilated / perforated slats. 

Some rigid models are available with panel constructed of 

all clear vision slats, while some manufacturers offer tinted 

vision slats which allows for some light infi ltration into the 

building, but privacy as viewed from the outside looking in. 

For applications such as parking garages where ventilation 

is a must, ventilated / perforated slats are an option. For the 

best effi ciency, look for solid panels that are insulated, and 

vision panels that are double or triple pane.

10
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Think about the last time you parked in a city parking 

garage, professional sport stadium, or hospital garage. What 

impression did you have of the building when you entered? 

Was the building attractive and welcoming? Did the entrance 

door/gate open and close quickly? More and more building 

managers are transitioning from old-fashioned, slow-moving 

roll-up doors or gates, to modern HPD, and here’s why.  

Fast opening and closing speeds of doors at entrances and 

exits are essential for optimizing traffi c fl ow and security in 

parking applications. Common installations include offi ce 

buildings, condominiums, government and law enforcement 

buildings, sally ports, banks, armored car facilities and secure 

urban parking areas. Safety, looks, security and functionality 

are all possible while maintaining style and image. With highly 

customizable options such as choosing from a variety of door 

models, vision options (no vision, clear, tinted and ventilated) 

and various track designs, you are able to design a HPD 

system that satisfi es your building dimensions, design and 

budget requirements.

Low-Profi le design fi ts into confi ned locations

By design, HPD have low-profi le guide tracks and top roll 

mounting confi gurations. Optional extra low-profi le models 

offer an even more compact footprint making it easy to fi t into 

existing building dimensions on retrofi t projects.

Secure, fast and quiet

Since most HPD open at 80-100 IPS, vehicles are able to exit 

busy streets while quickly and effi ciently entering the parking 

garage. Fast closing speeds reduce tailgating as vehicles 

enter and reduce the likelihood of unauthorized entry into the 

building, keeping the building secure. Rigid and rubber HPD 

models boast quiet operation and are perfect for residential 

parking garages where quiet and comfort are priority.

Popular Application:  PARKING GARAGES 

Fast opening and closing speeds of doors at 

entrances and exits are essential for optimizing 

traffic flow and security in parking applications. 
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Safety features

In addition to fast operating speeds, HPD manufacturers 

include standard and optional safety features for added 

protection of personnel and vehicles. Light curtains/beams, 

built into the guide tracks, automatically reverse the door 

when the light beams are interrupted, providing an invisible 

barrier of protection for pedestrians and vehicles from closing 

doors, for peace-of-mind especially in parking locations 

where a guard is not present. 

Colored light strips mounted on guide tracks or across the 

top of the door, are a popular option to warn drivers and 

pedestrians when the door is closing, and when it it’s safe 

to pass through. 

Diverse models for aesthetics and reliability

From sleek rigid models to tough and reliable fabric and 

rubber HPD, there are many door models available to fi t 

your budget and design criteria. Designers of modern 

parking garages demand that the doors match the overall 

look of the building, and it’s important to note that it’s 

possible to achieve higher certifi cation with LEED v4 on 

many credit categories. 

Rigid models may have color options available; custom RAL 

colors are normally available to match any color scheme and 

may be applied on both or individual sides of the rigid door 

panel. Guide tracks and hoods may also be painted to match 

or coordinate with the door panel color. Additionally, various 

vision options are usually available ranging from no vision, to 

all clear vision, tinted vision slats or even ventilated slats, for 

applications where help with ventilation is required.

Fabric and rubber HPD are a practical choice and have a 

door panel breakaway feature, which is desirable for parking 

applications where impact potential is high. These models 

have few wear items compared to conventional roll-up doors 

and are usually undamaged by impact and reset in minutes 

if hit. 
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Special options

Some manufacturers offer proprietary options that support 

minimizing downtime and service calls. For example, a 

remote, web-based communication device may be included 

with the door control box, making it possible for your local 

door dealer to remotely diagnose door issues by accessing 

activity and codes directly from your door. Many common 

errors can be resolved over the phone, saving the cost of a 

service call.

Similarly, service support apps are available free from the 

App Store and Google Play, and deliver troubleshooting 

prompts, a quick-start guide, and electrical diagrams 

instantly. In most cases, issues can be resolved using the 

app content, eliminating the need for a service call.

Cost of ownership

Compared to conventional rolling steel and sectional 

doors in parking garage applications, HPD are designed 

to operate hundreds of thousands of cycles with minimal 

maintenance. Rolling steel and sectional doors include wear 

items such as springs, which require frequent replacement 

on doors operating in high cycle applications. In addition, 

slow operating speeds at 8 IPS increase the likelihood that 

these doors will be hit and damaged; slow closing speeds 

encourage tailgaters and unauthorized people entering or 

exiting the garage.

Automated parking systems 

Automated Parking Systems (APS) have been installed 

in Europe, Asia and Central America since the 1970’s 

while interest in these systems sparked in the U.S. during 

the 1990’s. Although North America is still behind other 

continents with the number of APS parking spaces, with 

urban land becoming scarcer and more cars on the roads, 

a renewed interest in APS as an option to traditional multi-

story parking garages and lots is imminent. 

An APS uses an automated / mechanical system, rather 

than drivers, to transport cars. To and from parking spaces 

to eliminate wasted parking space common with traditional 

parking areas. Retrieval time for a car using an APS is on 

average two minutes. The concept of APS is all about saving 

space; to fi t the maximum number of cars in the smallest 

amount of space. 

This is achieved for various reasons: because the amount of 

space needed for a person to park a car is much more than 

that required with an automated system. With an APS, the 

distance between parking spaces is reduced; no allowance 

for opening car doors is required; no driving lanes/ ramps 

are needed; overall ceiling height is minimized, and no 

walkways or elevators are necessary, both because there is 

no pedestrian/driver traffi c in the parking area. To address 

possible mechanical failures of the APS, often redundant 

back-up systems are installed. Replacement parts for the 

APS may be stocked on-site to eliminate downtime.
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Automated parking systems: Doors for entry and 

exit transfer areas

Cars enter the APS entry transfer area through door openings 

equipped with high-speed roll-up doors. 

Once the driver exits the car, pays and retrieves a ticket, the 

system lifts the car and transfers it to a select space within 

the garage system. The driver retrieves their car by inserting 

a ticket into an automated terminal. The APS lifts the car 

from its space and places it in an exit bay where the car and 

owner reunite.
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Imagine this: it’s 4AM, and the sirens go off. A nearby 

building is on fi re; every second matters! It’s crucial that 

the fi re trucks or emergency vehicles are able to exit the 

station as fast as possible. Here’s where HPD’s step in. More 

and more emergency service renovation and construction 

projects include high-performance high-speed doors, and 

here’s why. 

Designed for high cycles 

High-speed, HPD are designed for high-cycle door openings. 

A fi re station door can easily experience at least 40 to 

50 cycles per day. DASMA (Door and Access Systems 

Manufacturers Association) conducted a study that showed 

that if a door is used frequently, at or above 55 cycles per 

day, a high-speed door delivers superior traffi c fl ow and 

increased energy effi ciency. 

Dependable and fast

 In an emergency, waiting even just a few additional seconds 

for the door to open, can mean the difference between life 

or death. Most HPDs open at 80-100” per second. This is 

the kind of speed a fi re station, police station, or EMS vehicle 

dispatch needs to ensure traffi c fl ow that is effi cient and 

uninterrupted. To ensure optimum use of space, most HPDs 

roll up and out of the way, allowing for large EMS vehicles 

exit quickly. Fast closing speeds secure the building and 

avoid unwanted entry.  

Cost-saving low-profi le design

By design, HPDs have low-profi le guide tracks and top roll 

mounting confi gurations. Optional low-profi le models offer 

an even more compact footprint making it easy to fi t into 

existing building dimensions on retrofi t projects. For either 

construction or retrofi t, Four-Fold doors, a long-time choice 

for fi re station / EMS building designs, require an additional 

4’6” of building clearance (based on 14’0” wide door) to 

allow the door panels to open and stack, times two if the 

doors are located on both the front and back of the building. 

This equates to an additional 9’0” in building depth required 

on the building, adding to overall construction costs.

Popular Application:  FIRE STATIONS & EMS 

High-speed, HPD are designed for high-cycle door 

openings. A fire station door can easily experience 

at least 40 to 50 cycles per day.  
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Safety features

In addition to fast operating speeds, HPD manufacturers 

include standard and optional safety features for added 

protection of personnel and vehicles. Light curtains / 

beams, built into the guide tracks, automatically reverse the 

door when the light beams are interrupted, providing an 

invisible barrier of protection for pedestrians and vehicles 

from closing doors. Also, colored light strips mounted on 

the guide tracks or across the top of the door, are a popular 

option to warn drivers and pedestrians when the door is 

closing and when it’s safe to pass through.

Special options

For rigid door models, custom RAL colors are normally 

available to match any color scheme and may be applied 

on both or individual sides of door panel. Guide tracks and 

hoods may also be painted to match or coordinate with the 

door color.

Some manufacturers offer proprietary options that support 

minimizing downtime and service calls. For example, a 

remote, web-based communication device may be included 

with the door control box, making it possible for your local 

door dealer to remotely diagnose door issues by accessing 

activity and codes directly from your door. Many common 

errors can be resolved over the phone, saving the cost of a 

service call.

Similarly, service support apps are available free from the 

App Store and Google Play, and deliver troubleshooting 

prompts, a quick-start guide, and electrical diagrams 

instantly. In most cases, issues can be resolved using the 

app content, eliminating the need for a service call. 

Cost of ownership

As compared to Four-Fold door models, HPD are about 

25% less expensive initially and are designed to operate 

hundreds of thousands of cycles with minimal maintenance. 

Additionally, repair costs on Four-Fold doors are usually 

considerably higher as compared to making a repair to HPD 

because there are more moving parts that are vulnerable to 

damage on those doors. 

So, for physical costs, over time, HPD are a more 

economical choice. And, because a typical HPD (14’0”w 

X 14’0”h) opens and completely clears the opening in less 

than three seconds, cost analysis surveys have shown that 

HPD are superior at supporting energy savings, making 

them a smart investment. 
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With many of our nation’s auto dealerships rapidly expanding 

and renovating, there are important design considerations 

and equipment selections to be made during the process. 

New facility image requirements and the ever-growing 

equipment technologies offered to this industry have 

made the equipment selection process a full-time task. 

Architects and design teams will present you with your brand 

manufacturer’s latest image recommendations for building 

designs. Input from you and your team is critical so that the 

most appropriate products and equipment are selected, 

which in many cases, equates to saving money and freeing 

funds that may be invested in additional equipment that 

initially was on a wish list.  

Choosing HPD for drive through service and 

shop areas

One of the best examples of this selection process is what 

it takes to pick out new roll-up doors for your drive-through 

service area and shop areas. In the past, selecting doors 

was a matter of specifying the least expensive roll-up door 

available or quickly choosing a basic roll-up door from a 

local door company; doors were not considered to be an 

important part of the building design. Times have changed!  

Now, doors mean much more to the retail automotive 

building design and have become an integral part of the 

overall building appearance.  

Aesthetics, energy control and functionality are all benefi ts 

of choosing high performance doors instead of conventional 

roll-up doors. The Door and Access Systems Manufacturers 

Association (DASMA) High Performance Door Division 

presented fi ndings of a two-year research project conducted 

by a third-party lab and summarized the results in a DASMA 

article entitled, “When a High-Speed Door Is More Energy 

Effi cient.” 

The study demonstrates that if a door is cycled more than 

55 cycles-per-day, a high-speed door supports highly 

effi cient traffi c fl ow and conditioned air conservation as 

compared to conventional overhead coiling doors. Before 

this study, high performance doors were only considered 

in building codes and standards as being in a static or 

closed position. 

As a result of the study, building codes now recognize the 

dynamic functionality of high-performance doors, and how 

they offer an undeniable benefi t by controlling air exchange. 

When slower moving, traditional doors are activated, the 

amount of air exchange is much higher because the door 

is fully open for a longer period of time. 

High-speed doors open and close much more quickly so the 

air exchange between each side of the opening is reduced, 

improving energy performance in a building. 

Popular Application:  RETAIL AUTOMOTIVE
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Features reduce maintenance costs and 

downtime 

Now we know that overhead doors provide the ability to 

move vehicles in and out of the facility, a critical function of 

daily business for an auto dealership, however, maintaining 

overhead doors can be one of the most expensive line 

items every month. Introduction of HPD to retail automotive 

has helped to drastically reduce maintenance costs and 

down time. 

The speed and automation of HPD helps lower heating and 

cooling cost and increases through-put of vehicles. All of 

these features help reduce operations costs and enhance 

the customer experience, not to mention create a more 

comfortable workplace for employees because the doors 

open and close very quickly, keeping the elements out 

and controlled air in. In addition, the aesthetics of HPD’s 

are superior to conventional rolling doors and project a 

sleek and modern image, keeping with the progressive 

and modern image branding that car manufacturers are 

expecting from dealers.  

Maintain a consistent look and budget 

Until recently, it has not been cost effective to put a high-

performance door on every opening. After all, some doors 

only see a few cycles per day and the equipment cost 

justifi cation isn’t there. Yet architects, image designers and 

owners prefer the look of all doors around the building to be 

consistent, including drive-through service lanes and doors 

leading to shop areas. Here’s some exciting news: It’s now 

possible to maintain a consistent look of all doors.  

By carefully evaluating each door opening and potential 

cycles per month, it is possible to tailor fi t the degree of 

performance needed for that opening with an appropriate 

HPD. Look for a HPD manufacturer that offers both high

speed and low speed models. The models will look exactly 

the same from the outside looking into the building, but 

high-speed models are more expensive and selected 

generally for door openings that have high cycles (over 

55 cycles per day). Low-speed models are less expensive 

and specifi ed for openings that only experience a few 

cycles a day. 

The cost difference between the high-speed and low-speed 

models could range from $20,000 to $6,000, so it’s well 

worth it to do an evaluation; why spend the extra money 

for high-speed when the number of cycles won’t justify the 

cost. It’s a winning experience for the dealer: aesthetics are 

identical, and money is not spent unnecessarily on high-

speed doors where low-speed models will do the trick. 

It’s important to note that insulation values and automation 

is not sacrifi ced when selecting low-speed models. 

Consult a HPD professional 

The best advice if you are in the process of design and 

selection for a new facility is to have your local door 

professional meet with your in-house team and your 

architect as soon as possible. Specifying the proper HPD 

for the correct door opening will streamline your facility 

operations and will help spread your investment dollars 

further to other needed areas.

The speed and automation of HPD helps 

lower heating and cooling cost and 

increases through-put of vehicles. 

Look for a HPD manufacturer that offers 

both high speed and low speed models. 
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High Performance, high speed roll up doors provide a 

fast ROI, save energy costs and enhance safety. In food, 

beverage and medical storage applications, it is essential that 

the correct temperature is maintained in coolers and freezers 

to avoid the possibility of spoilage. 

Based on the required temperature and location, there 

are several high performance door models to choose 

from. Refrigeration and cooling costs can skyrocket 

where slow-moving freezer doors are in operation. The 

fast operating speeds and highly insulated panels offered 

by high performance, high-speed roll-up doors, support 

energy savings. Other features such as variable frequency 

drive motor (soft start / soft stop), panel breakaway (fabric 

and rubber models), and self-reinserting panel minimize 

maintenance costs, providing a lower life cycle cost as 

compared to traditional sectional roll-up doors. 

Often, Energy Effi ciency Rebates are available in a range of 

$1,000 to $3,000 per door. Combining energy savings with 

lower maintenance costs and greater overall effi ciency results 

in a timely return on investment. Look for a door professional 

who offers a customized energy analysis report for your 

application. This will give you an idea about how quickly the 

door system will pay for itself. Coolers, food processing and other areas 

above freezing 

HPDs for coolers often use a slightly thicker panel material 

designed to maintain fl exibility in areas over +33˚ F and 

help keep condensation to a minimum in cooler to ambient 

areas. Doors with a sectional panel design allow for easy 

panel replacement if the door is accidentally hit. For added 

condensation control, often an optional unheated air curtain 

is available, which blows air across the door opening when 

the door is open and deactivates minutes after the door 

is closed. 

Some cooler and food processing areas require stainless 

steel components such as roll tube, hood/motor cover, 

guide tracks and control box enclosure. To keep costs 

down, some manufacturers may offer the option to choose 

only the stainless steel components required for the specifi c 

application, as not all applications need a completely 

stainless steel door. 

Popular Application:  COLD STORAGE 

HPDs for coolers often use a slightly thicker 

panel material designed to maintain 

flexibility in areas over +33˚ F and help keep 

condensation to a minimum 
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Blast freezers 

For peace-of-mind with maximum reliability in fast-paced, 

rugged blast cell door openings, high-speed rubber doors 

are an effective alternative to slow-moving sliding doors. 

With opening speeds from 30 to 60 IPS, typically, material 

handling and energy control is maximized. Most models 

come with a breakaway bottom bar that is impactable and 

may be re-inserted into guide tracks following accidental 

impact. Extremely heavy-duty panel material is usually 1/4” 

SBR rubber that remains fl exible and resistant to abusive 

environments and impacts in temperatures from -40˚F to 

+180˚F.  

Freezers 

Insulated panel high-speed roll-up door systems sustain 

temperature ranges suitable for cold rooms, chill rooms and 

freezers. Fast operating speeds minimize temperature loss 

in cold spaces by reducing the amount of time the door is 

open, for substantial savings in energy consumption. Some 

manufacturers offer a variable frequency direct-drive motor, 

for soft start / soft stop operation, which delivers minimal 

maintenance and low life cycle cost, a big benefi t over 

traditional rolling and sliding doors.

Insulated panels are usually designed to handle extreme 

temperatures to -20˚F or more. Heated features are often 

available: a heated bottom edge releases upon accidental 

impact and assists with sealing uneven fl oors; guide tracks 

may be heated and corrosion resistant, reducing the 

chance for ice build-up within the guide tracks. 

Often available are electric heater cables in hoods, guides 

and bottom bar which have GFCI protection built into the 

control box, reducing the chance of electric shock and fi re, 

ensuring safe and reliable operation. Optional heated air 

curtains can effectively prevent ice build-up on components 

and walk-through areas. Insulated panel high-speed roll-up door systems 

sustain temperature ranges suitable for cold rooms, 

chill rooms and freezers. 

For peace-of-mind with maximum reliability in fast-paced, 

rugged blast cell door openings, high-speed rubber doors 

are an effective alternative to slow-moving sliding doors.
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Manual operation 

Manual chain hoist / counterbalance operated rubber 

doors are less expensive and provide reliable and 

consistent operation, while still including high performance 

door features such as breakaway bottom bar (impactable 

and quickly reinserted into guide tracks following accidental 

impact) and low-profi le tracks. If a door will be cycled just 

a few times per day, a manually operated rubber door and 

even a conventional sectional or rolling door may be the 

solution.

Automatic operation

For door openings where cycles will steady throughout the 

day, the fast operating speeds of rigid high performance 

doors (typically 80 to 100 IPS) optimize work processes, 

signifi cantly accelerates logistics processes, and reduces 

air exchange between controlled areas such as ramps 

leading to cold docks. Doors with insulated panels provide 

excellent thermal protection on exterior door openings such 

as loading docks and ground level openings. 

Safety is no accident 

Safety is no accident. Safety starts with a conscious effort 

by facility management to select equipment that has safety 

and protection features built-in. The average Workman’s 

Compensation claim can cost a company almost $50K 

per occurrence, which is obviously an expense companies 

would like to avoid if possible. 

HPD’s come with many standard and optional safety 

features, which take a lot of the guesswork out of protecting 

personal and equipment moving through the doorway. 

Many HPD’s have light curtains built into the guide tracks as 

standard. Numerous light beams shine across the opening 

and if one is interrupted the door automatically opens. Light 

curtains are superior to photocells because photocells 

only project a single beam near the bottom of the opening.  

Equipment approaching the doorway with loads positioned 

higher than the photocell beam could potentially impact the 

door panel because the photocell doesn’t detect the load. 

Some manufacturers offer optional safety equipment such 

as blinking lights, traffi c lights and audible alarms for use 

in extremely busy applications where both personnel and 

motorized equipment traffi c exists.

Choosing the best activation for the application and 

types of traffi c is one of the most important decisions 

that can greatly affect door functionality and safety. It is 

important to consult with a door professional who can 

thoroughly examine the application and make the best 

recommendation. In conjunction with activation, adjusting 

the timing of how long the door will remain open before 

closing has an impact as well. Properly adjusted door 

opening / closing timing will maximize throughput and 

minimize the change of impact. 

If power is lost to the HPD, a manual chain hoist provides 

the ability to open the door to avoid entrapment. 
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The Hörmann Advantage

Our designs and products showcase cutting edge 

technology. And, our door professionals will work with you 

to ensure that you get the door that is the best fit for you.

At Hörmann High Performance Doors, we go the extra mile 

to provide the best service throughout the purchase process 

and after. Hörmann doors are German engineered, but locally 

made. Being a pioneer the in building components industry 

for over 80 years, our designs and products showcase 

cutting edge technology and are built with safety and 

effi ciency in mind. 

Purchasing a HPD can be a stressful experience, especially 

when there are so many options. So, how do you choose 

the right door for your application? Talk with one of 

Hörmann’s highly experienced regional sales managers or 

dealers  / partners who can help you fi nd the right fi t. Our 

door professionals will work with you to ensure that you 

get the door that is the best fi t for you, both in terms of 

functionality and aesthetics.

Choosing the right HPD can be confusing if you go it alone. 

Often, owners work with architects during the decision 

making process. We at Hörmann HPD are the only HPD 

manufacturer that has an in-house architect, who is 

available to work with owners and architects to answer 

questions about how to fi t HPD’s into construction or 

renovation projects.

We understand that HPD may be a new concept for some 

architects. To help educate architects, Hörmann sponsor’s 

an AIA continuing education course, that’s all about HPD 

and how to apply them properly. Participants receive 1 AIA 

HSW CES credit. 

In addition, Hörmann provides an exceptional resource to 

architects, BIM. This computer-generated modeling software 

allows architects to see virtually, in 3D, if the doors are a fi t 

for the project. 

Hörmann HPD has a dedicated team of service support 

professionals who are available, 24/7/365, to provide you 

with the best technical assistance you deserve. Hörmann is 

currently the only HPD manufacturer with a Service Support 

App that can help resolve most technical support issues 

while saving you a service call. The App can be downloaded 

for free from the App Store or Google Play. 

Hörmann doors will also help you meet your energy 

conservation needs. With our free energy analysis 

report, we’ll help you clearly see the difference in energy 

conservation with and without our doors. Hörmann 

also offers many other value added options that can be 

customized to your individual needs.

Whether your project is for a renovation or construction, 

Retail Automotive, Parking, Cold Storage, or EMS, one of 

our high performance doors is your key to performance 

and style — The perfect fi t.
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German Engineered, American Made

About Hörmann

Hörmann is one of the world’s leading high speed 

roll up door manufacturers and a global leader in 

today’s building components industry. The family’s 

name has become synonymous with brand quality 

products covering a wide range of high-speed doors for 

industrial, commercial door and residential applications. 

Operated by the third and fourth generation, the 

grandson and great grandsons of the company’s 

founder, Hörmann currently serves customers in more 

than 40 countries with a multitude of quality products. 

The Hörmann range of commercial doors along with 

industrial doors and specialty doors such as cooler 

doors, clean room doors and freezer doors, along with 

the openers are specially designed and developed to 

meet the requirements of the North American market, 

and we do it without compromising the Hörmann 

standard for quality and design offering superior 

protection and safety.

Visit our website for more information!

Everything you’ve always wanted in a high performance door, and more

Environmental commitment 
has been part of our corporate 
culture for decades. From our 
manufacturing processes to the 
products we make.

In everything we do we strive 
to minimize energy and use 
of resources through effi cient 
processes, long-lasting quality 
and innovative engineering.

Hörmann High Performance Doors

Starpointe Business Park • 117 Starpointe Boulevard

Burgettstown, PA  15021-9506

Phone: 800.365.3667 • 724.385.9150 • Fax: 724.385.9151

www.hormann.us • Email: info2@hormann.us

Connect with us!
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